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The stability of the functionalized GNPs was exhibited by the UV-Vis spectra showing a conserved plasmon resonance peak at around 545 nm ( Figure S1a ). Average Raman spectra (n=100) of cyclic-RGDFC-GNPs and cyclic-isoDGRFC-GNPs showed a sharp band at 1002 cm -1 , corresponding to the characteristic peak of phenylalanine in both ligands, which was not presented in the spectrum of CisoDGRC-GNPs ( Figure S1b ). The intense broad band at 1550-1600 in all three spectra is assigned to carboxyl group in the peptide ligands 1 . The successful functionalization is also confirmed by dynamic light scattering and zeta potential measurements, showing changes in hydrodynamic diameters and zeta potentials of the functionalized GNPs (Supporting Information, Table S1 ). 
S-6 Figure S5 . TERS map of cyclic-RGDFC-GNPs bound with sw620 cells. TERS heat map (3x3 µm 2 ) generated using single-peak intensity at 1002 cm -1 and selected TERS spectra corresponding to dashed boxes (1 and 2) in the map.
S-7 Figure S6 . Additional TERS mapping data of SW620 cells incubated with cyclic-RGDFC-GNPs (top), cyclic-isoDGRFC-GNPs (middle) and CisoDGRC-GNPs (bottom). Left: MCR score maps. Middle: TERS spectra. Right: TERS spectrum vs. MCR components.
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Hyperspectral imaging
Experiments were performed on an Olympus BX51 microscope. A white light was used for bottom illumination of the SW620 colon cancer cell samples before and after the addition of gold nanoparticles. The scattered light was collected with a water immersion objective (Olympus LUMPLFLN 40XW 0.8 NA), directed into a liquid crystal tunable filter (Channel Systems, VariSpec VIS), and detected by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (QImaging, Retiga 3000). The filter was tuned from 400 nm to 720 nm at 5 nm intervals with 500 ms acquisition time per frame. Hyperspectral images and scattering spectra were analyzed in ENVI software (Harris Geospatial Solution). 
